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We use our recently derived real and virtual infrared functions for soft pairs in QED in the YFS exponen-
tiation framework to develop a Monte Carlo event generator realization of the effects of such pairs in the
low-angle Bhabha scattering process at SLC or CERN LEP energies. The respective Monte Carlo realization is
incorporated into the event generator BHLUMI 2.30, and explicit Monte Carlo data are presented for the ALEPH
LCAL luminometer-type acceptance. Our results confirm our earlier semianalytic estimates of the size of such
effects in the SLC or LEP luminosity process and provide an event-by-event view of their manifestations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the experimental error on the measurement of
the CERN e1e2 collider LEP or SLAC Linear Collider
~SLC! luminosity process has been reduced @1,2# to the re-
gime below 0.1%; significant progress has been made to
bring the theoretical error to the same level of precision,
where the most recently published theoretical precision is
now 0.11% @3–6#. Accordingly, it is important to remove
any significant source of uncertainty on the scale of 0.1% in
either the experimental or theoretical determination of the
LEP or SLC luminosity cross section, which is the cross
section for low-angle Bhabha scattering. Some of the signifi-
cant outstanding theoretical contributions to the error on the
results in @4–6# are the effects of soft-pair production in the
luminosity regime. In this paper, we use our recently derived
@7# soft-pair real and virtual infrared functions in the Yennie-
Frautschi-Suura ~YFS! @8# exponentiation theoretical frame-
work to achieve a Monte Carlo ~MC! realization of these
soft-pair effects, on an event-by-event basis. This realization
is achieved via the Monte Carlo event generator BHLUMI 2.02
@9# of two of us ~S.J. and B.F.L.W.!, yielding a new version
2.30, which will be described in detail elsewhere @10#.
More specifically, in Table I of @5,6#, the contribution of
soft pairs to the theoretical uncertainty in the prediction of
version 4.03 @6# of BHLUMI is calculated, using leading loga-
rithmic YFS exponentiated methods as published in @11#.
From the standpoint of the experimental determination of the
possible manifestations of this contribution, it is desirable to
have access to the events that contain the soft pairs them-
selves, in conjunction with the always present multiple-
photon radiative effects as well. Only in this way can one be
sure of the detector response to such pairs. From the theo-
retical standpoint, there is the same need to calculate di-
rectly, in the realistic detector acceptance, the soft-pair effect
in a way that takes into account the interplay of the soft pairs
and the attendant multiphoton radiative effects. This will
then allow an important crosscheck on the leading logarith-
mic methods in @11#. In these ways, we are led to develop a
Monte Carlo event generator for soft-pair effects in the SLC
or LEP luminosity regime.
Our strategy for developing a Monte Carlo realization of
the soft-pair effects of interest to us is to follow our Monte
Carlo realization of multiple-photon radiation in the same
low-angle Bhabha scattering process. Thus, we generate the
soft pairs with YFS exponentiation by substituting our soft-
pair virtual and real infrared functions from @7# for the re-
spective YFS photon virtual and real infrared functions in
our BHLUMI 2.02 MC event generator @9# ~version 4.03 may
also be used for this purpose!, with a consequent change in
the multiple photon phase space to the respective multiple
soft-pair phase space; this substitution we do in one branch
of the Monte Carlo algorithm while retaining the original
multiple-photon YFS exponentiated generation in a parallel
branch of the Monte Carlo algorithm. Thus, we retain the
interplay between multiphoton and multi-soft-pair radiative
effects in low-angle Bhabha scattering and arrive in this way
at version 2.30 of BHLUMI. Such a multiple soft-pair radiative
MC is an entirely new theoretical paradigm, affording, as it
does, the first ever realistic multiple soft-pair radiative events
in which the physical four-vectors of the respective soft pairs
are available among the list of final-particle four-vectors; we
will illustrate this for the purpose of analyzing the soft-pair
contribution to the LEP or SLC luminosity cross section for
the ALEPH LCAL @1# detector acceptance.
Our work is organized as follows. In the next section, we
describe the basic theoretical framework of our calculations,
reviewing where necessary the relevant aspects of the YFS
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theory as it is realized by two of us ~S.J. and B.F.L.W.! in
@9#. In Sec. III, we present our soft-pair Monte Carlo proce-
dure and thereby arrive at version 2.30 of BHLUMI. In Sec.
IV, we present numerical results for the ALEPH
luminometer-type acceptances. Section V contains our con-
cluding remarks.
II. THE MASTER FORMULA
In this section, we describe the relevant theoretical frame-
work we use to develop our realization of soft-pair effects by
Monte Carlo methods. More precisely, the algorithm used in
this paper to generate pair emission is based on a certain
extension of the YFS scheme, as used in @1,7#. Loosely
speaking, we allow the emitted soft real photons of the YFS
scheme to be either real photons or virtual photons turning
into real pairs. The generic type of the real emission graphs
resummed this way is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The matching vir-
tual graphs are also taken into account. They are shown ge-
nerically in Fig. 1~b!. In this way we of course do not take
into account all of the graphs contributing to the soft limit of
pairs production. The graphs of Fig. 1, however, constitute
an important class of the corrections: the only graphs both
leading-logarithmic ~LL! and IR singular. In other words, we
do not claim any complete exponentiation of soft pairs, but
rather use the YFS approach to sum up the LL and IR domi-
nant graphs. It is not difficult to verify that such an extension
of the YFS scheme results simply in replacements of all the
B(B˜), S(S˜), and b(b¯) functions by the sums of two compo-
nents: photonic ~g! and fermionic ( f ) ones. These basic
B f(B˜f) and S f(S˜f) functions have been defined and calcu-
lated in @7#.
It follows that the master formula for the cross section in
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The virtual form factor Y f is given by the expression @7#
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From now on m denotes the electron mass, whereas m stands for the mass of the additional created fermions. Numerically,
only the case m5m is important. Let us note that the above-mentioned Y f consist of virtual components only. Because of the
finite mass of the pair no additional real IR cutoff is needed and therefore there is no real emission component in Y f . Note also
that the definition of the B (m)(s) function in Eq. ~5! is done in the s-channel with p1 ,q1 being the incoming e1e2 four-
momenta. In order to get to Eq. ~4! one has to do an analytic continuation to the t channel.
All the photonic functions in Eq. ~1! are the same as defined in @9#. For the reader’s convenience we collected them also in
Appendix A. Finally, the functions b¯0,1 f corresponding to residual not exponentiated parts of the matrix element are discussed
later on and collected in Appendix B.































Yg~V1!1Yg~V2!1Y f1Y f8, ~6!
FIG. 1. ~a! The class of real emission dia-
grams resummed in our soft-pair YFS exponen-
tiation calculus. The kinematics is as indicated in
the figure; ~b! typical virtual corrections included
in our soft-pair exponentiation calculus.
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3S˜f~p1 ,p2 ,kai,kbi!. ~8!
It is worth noting at this point again that, unlike the photonic
dvg, the pair radiation element dv f does not have any
Q-type cutoff in the infrared region. For this reason there is
no real-pair contribution to the YFS form factor, Eq. ~4!.
This simplification is, as mentioned earlier, possible since
pairs have a natural IR cutoff given by their nonzero mass.
III. THE MONTE CARLO ALGORITHM
The first thing we do in order to evaluate Eq. ~6! into a
form suitable for a Monte Carlo algorithm is to replace the
true functions b¯011g1b
¯
011 f with the simple one
b05(2a2s/t2). The true b¯011 distribution along with all the
other simplifications will be restored by a reweighting pro-
cedure in the Monte Carlo algorithm. This simplification al-
lows us to integrate out the d3kaid
3kbid
(4)(k12kai2kbi) in
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This form of dv if highly resembles the photonic radiation
element dv ig of Eqs. ~7! and ~2!. This, in turn, suggests that
also for pairs one can use the Sudakov variables, in a manner
similar to how they were used for photons in @9#. The main
difference is that here, in addition to the a˜i and b˜i variables,
we have one more independent variable: k˜ i2, the mass of the
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where y˜i5b˜i1(m2/utpu)a˜i and z˜i5a˜i1(m2/utpu)b˜i . Finally, the master formula ~6!, rewritten in the Sudakov variables,






























The actual construction of the algorithm is done in the following steps ~we will discuss here in detail only the points that
are new or different for pairs in comparison to the photonic algorithm of @9#!.
~1! The radiation element dv if is simplified to dv˜ if :



























The utminu is one of the input parameters of the program. It is discussed at length in @9#.
~2! Next, the YFS form factor Y f1Y f8 is replaced by 2Y f0:






~3! Along with similar simplifications for the photonic part of the cross section, as described in @9# ~see Appendix A for a
brief summary and notation!, and the simplification b¯011g1b
¯
011 f!b05(2a2s/t2) made at the very beginning of the




























The above crude cross section is easy to integrate analyti-
cally, and yields the result s054pa2~1/utminu21/utmaxu).
~4! The last step of the algorithm, after all the
p1 ,p2 ,q1 ,q2 , and kiki8 , ~i51,.. . ,n , i851,.. . ,n8! momenta
are generated, is the generation of the internal degrees of
freedom of the pairs, integrated out in Eq. ~9!. It is done
conveniently in the rest frame of each pair (kaikbi) with the
z axis along the ~p2/p2k2p1/p1k! three-vector. The angular
distribution there has a form that is easy to generate:
ds i;@12~124m2/kai
2 !cos2ukai
#d cosukaidfkai . ~16!
The last issue to be addressed here is the choice of matrix
element and the resulting b¯011 f functions. In the present
version of the program we use matrix element for one real
pair corrections from the graphs shown in Fig. 1~a! only. We
neglect the up-down interference, the effect of fermions ex-
change, the two-photon-emission-type graphs, etc. In other
words we keep only those graphs that give both leading-
logarithmic and infrared contributions. As far as the virtual
corrections are concerned, only the graphs matching the real
ones are included, cf. Fig. 1~b!.
The corresponding matrix elements, b0 f and b1 f , are
listed in Appendix B. The more complete matrix element as
presented in @12,13# will be implemented elsewhere in our
program @14#.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we illustrate our soft-pair MC with explicit
results into the acceptance of LEP/SLC-type luminometers.
For definiteness, we consider as an example the ALEPH
LCAL acceptance. In all the following we discuss only cor-
rections due to the electron pairs, i.e., m5m case, and discard
all other fermion species.
Specifically, in Figs. 2–4, we show the comparison of our
BHLUMI 2.30 MC predictions for the soft-pair effects with the
analogous predictions using the LL, semianalytical methods
in @11,15#. In each figure, we present our MC and LL semi-
analytical results for the wide (W), narrow (N), and mixed
(M ) LCAL acceptances (a ,b ,c) in the standard convention
that the angular ranges corresponding to these cuts are Q1
,ue , e¯,Q2 with Q152.7°, Q257.0° for the wide accep-
tance; Q153.3°, Q256.3° for the narrow acceptance; for the
mixed acceptance it corresponds to one wide and one narrow
angular range. The predictions are given as a function of the
energy cut zcut on the variable z512s8/s , which corre-
sponds to the energy fraction of the outgoing clusters into the
LCAL acceptances as prescribed in Ref. @1#. For complete-
ness, we always show the results for two different clustering
algorithms for the LCAL acceptance, referred to as lcal and
lcalll in what follows. We will see that our results are rela-
tively insensitive to which version of the LCAL trigger we
use. In Fig. 2, we present the results for the pure soft-pair
calculations, in which the photonic radiation is turned off,
where we show the soft-pair effect as the deviation from
unity of the ratio of the cross section with the pairs effect
included to that of the respective Born approximation. We
see that there is good agreement between the MC and the LL
semianalytical results for all three acceptances (W ,N ,M ).
For definiteness, we note that for the interesting M case, we
get for the zcut50.5 the MC result 22.731024 in units of the
Born cross section.
In Fig. 3, we continue our LCAL studies with the illus-
tration of the interplay of the soft pairs and the multiple
photon radiation by plotting, for all three acceptances, the
ratio to the respective Born approximation of the difference
between the cross section with both soft-pairs and multiple
photon radiation included and the cross section with only
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multiple photon radiation included. This we do again as a
function of the energy cut zcut . Again, we find agreement
with the results in @11,15# and between the LL semianalytical
results and the MC. This gives us a good indication of the
technical precision of the MC, as we shall discuss presently.
Here, we note that in the interesting M case, we get for the
zcut50.5 the MC result 21.331024 in units of the Born cross
section.
Turning next to Fig. 4, we look more deeply into the
interplay between the soft pairs and multiple photons by
plotting the difference from unity of the ratio of the differ-
ence between the cross section with both multiple photons
and soft pairs included and that with only multiple photons
included to the difference between the cross section with
only soft pairs included and the respective Born approxima-
tion. The deviation of this ratio from unity shows exactly the
interplay between soft pairs and multiple photons. Here, the
effect is always negative in the MC, i.e., the multiple photon
radiation reduces the size of the soft-pairs effects. Intuitively,
this is reasonable because, at a minimum, the initial-state
radiation reduces the amount of energy available for soft-
pairs creation, so that at least the real soft-pairs effects
should be reduced by the multiple photon radiation. Virtual
effects are another consideration, however. The LL semiana-
lytical results for the W and N cuts are also negative; for the
M cut, there is a region between zcut50.1 and 0.6 where the
multiple-photon effect is positive. Thus, as usual, the naive
assessment of real radiation is not sufficient to determine
completely the effects of radiative corrections. We note that
the LL semianalytical results in Fig. 4 are everywhere within
3s of the MC results.
This brings us to the discussion of the precision of our
results. The conservative estimate we can make is based on a
comparison with the LL semianalytical results as we have
done, taking the worst case comparison plus an additional
30% to account for simplifications in matrix element ~miss-
ing graphs, higher orders, etc.! as an upper limit on the total
precision of the MC results. This gives us the basic result
21.3310246231024 for the LCAL mixed acceptance at the
experimental cut zcut50.5. We stress that, in addition to the
confirmation of the estimates in @11,15,3#, our soft-pair MC
provides an event-by-event realization of the soft pairs them-
selves, with the final four-vectors of the pairs available
among the list of final-particle four-vectors. Thus, detector
simulation of the soft effects may now be effected as neces-
sary.
FIG. 2. s f /sB21 for the ALEPH LCAL ac-
ceptance, for two different realizations of the
clustering algorithm: lcal and lcalll ~see the text
for the details of these acceptances!. Here, sf is
the respective cross section with soft pairs in-
cluded as calculated with BHLUMI 2.30 ~the open
circles and small solid dots for lcal and lcalll ,
respectively! and as calculated with our semiana-
lytical LL formulas ~the large solid dots! as de-
scribed in the text. sB is the respective Born cross
section. ~a! corresponds to the W angular range,
~b! corresponds to the N angular range, and ~c!
corresponds to the M angular range as described
in the text.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have created a new paradigm in theo-
retical physics: we have created a YFS exponentiated soft-
pairs MC event generator in which the dominant LL and IR
singular effects are summed to all orders in a. The respective
MC event generator is version 2.30 of BHLUMI @9#.
We have illustrated our soft-pairs MC realization in the
interesting cases of the ALEPH LCAL acceptance. We have
computed the soft-pair effects with our MC and compared
these MC results with a LL semianalytical calculation of the
type already presented in @11,15#. We find good agreement
between the two calculations. In addition to corroborating
the size of the pairs effects as estimated in @9,6#, in deter-
mining the precision of BHLUMI 2.02, 4.03, our results illus-
trate the interplay between multiple photon radiation and soft
pairs and provide an event-by-event realization of the soft-
pair effects themselves, in which their four-vectors are avail-
able among the list of final-particle four-vectors. Thus, the
way is now open to a realistic detector simulation of soft-pair
effects in the LEP or SLC luminosity process if it be neces-
sary.
In conclusion, we now have a realistic simulation of the
soft-pair effects in the LEP or SLC luminosity process and a
firm estimate of its total precision. One may now treat soft
pairs on an event-by-event basis, in complete analogy with
what is done for photons. We find this situation exciting
indeed.
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APPENDIX A
For the reader’s convenience we collect in this appendix
the photonic part of the master formula ~1! taken from
@9#. The YFS form factor is given by
FIG. 3. [s f1g2sg]/sB21 for the LCAL ac-
ceptances described in Fig. 2. Here, sf1g , sg are,
respectively, the cross sections with soft pairs and
photons and with only multiple photons included
and sB is the corresponding Born cross section.
As in Fig. 2, the small solid dots ~open circles!
correspond to calculations done with BHLUMI
2.30 for the lcal ~lcalll! versions of the LCAL
trigger and the large solid dots correspond to cal-
culations done with our semianalytical LL formu-
las as described in the text. ~a!, ~b!, and ~c! cor-
respond to the W , N , and M angular ranges as
described in the text.
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The b0,1g functions read
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~Q ,p1 ,p2 ,q1 ,q2 ,k j8!2S˜~q1 ,q2 ,k j8!b¯0g
~0 !~Q ,p1 ,p2 ,q1 ,q2!,
FIG. 4. [s f1g2sg]/[s f2sB]21 for the
same ALEPH LCAL acceptances as used in Fig.
2. The cross sections sA , A5f1g, f , g, and B
are as defined in Figs. 2 and 3, and the small solid
dots, open circles, and large solid dots have the
same correspondence to calculations done with
BHLUMI 2.30 for the two LCAL realizations ~lcal
and lcalll! and with our LL semianalytical formu-
las as they do in Figs. 2 and 3.
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with D being the photonic IR cutoff.
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APPENDIX B
In this appendix we present the one-pair real and virtual matrix elements and corresponding b0 f and b1 f functions.
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Note that for one pair t¯5tq5t , but with some additional emission this is not true any more. From the above cross section we










The virtual corrections of Fig. 1~b! at the one-loop level lead to the formula @16,17#
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